
Exercise 3.1 

Question i: 
Find the radian measures corresponding to the following degree measures: 

25° 
LAnswer 1 
(0 we know that 180"= T radians 

Therefore, 25°HX 25 radians radians 

(1)-47 30' (ii) 240 (iv) 520 

Hence, 25°= radians 

(1) We know that 180=T radians 

Therefore,-47°30' =-47 degree = degree-180Xradians =- radians 

Hence,-47*30' = -radians 

(i) We know that 180T radians 

Therefore, 240°1x 240 radians=radians 
Hence, 240° radians 

() we know that 180° T radians 

Therefore, 52000x 520 radians=radians 
Hence, 520° -radians 

Question2: 
Find the degree measures corresponding to the following radian measures (Use n =) 

( (1)- 4 () (iv) 
Answer2: 

Owe know that radians 180 
Therefore, radians = degree 

16 

315 180x 7 11 
22 xdegree = degree = 39degree 

39 + x 60 minutes I:1° = 60|1 

39 

minutes= 

39+ 

225 

minutes 

39+22'+x 

60" 

l'= 60"| 
= 39° +22'+30" =39°22'30"

Henceadians = 3922'30 

(1) We know that T radians 180 

Therefore, -4 radians=-x4 degree = - X4 degrec= - degree = -229 11 degree 

= -229+ x 60 minutes 
22 

I:1° 601 

229+1 minutes-229+5 minutes 
229+5'+x 60"| 1'=60 

= -[229°+5'+27"] = -229°5'27" 

Hence,-4 radians -229*5 27" 
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(ii) We know that a radians= 180° 
Therefore, radians degree = 300 degree = 300° 

Hence, radians 300° 

(iv) We know that T radians180 
Therefore, radians xdegree = 210 degree= 210° 

Hence,radians = 210° 

Question3: 
A wheel makes 360 revolutions in one minute. Through how many radians does it turn in one second? 
Answer3: 
Number of revolutions in one minute [60 seconds) 360 

Therefore, number of revolutions in 1 seconds =6o=6 
We know that the angle formed in one revolutions = 360° = 2n radians 

Therefore, the angle formed in 6 revolutions= 6 x 2n = 12r radians 

Hence, it will turn 12n radians in one second 

Question 4: 
Find the degree measure of the angle subtended at the centre of a circle of radius 100 cm by an arc of length 

22 cm (Usen=) 

LAnswer4: 

Here, radiusr= 100 cm, length of arc l= 22 cm 

ence, uSing the relation 6we have 

100 radians50 radians 

we know that r radlians8 
Therefore, radians degree 

180X degree = degree = 12 degree 
3 

22 

I 1°= 601 12°+ X 60 minutes 

12°+36 minutes = 12°+36' = 12*36 
Hence, the angle formed by are at the centre is 12*36 
Question 5: 
In a circle of diameter 40 cm, the length of a chord is 20 cm. Find the length of minor arc of the chord. 

EAnswer * 40 
here, radius r == 20 cm, length of chord AB = 20 cm 

In triangle OAB, AB =OA = 0B = 20cm, hence, the triangle 0AB is an 

equilateral triangle. 

Therefore, angle A0B 60 degree= 60 x 80 radians 

Hence, using the relationsl = 0 x r, we have 

I-x 20cm 
Hence, the length of minor arc of the chord is cm. 



Question6: 
lfin two circles, arcs of the same length subtend angles 60° and 75° at the centre, find the ratio of their radi 
LAnswer 6: 
Here, the angle formed by the arc of first circle B, = 60° = 60 xHo1radians 

Angle formed by the arc of second circde 6, 75=75 * 180 180 radians 

Let, the radius of first circde be ri and the second circle be T2 
Hence, using the relationsr =we have 

Ti and 2 

Therefore, 

0, OR 75 

- = 2= 5:4 T 
O 

Hence, the ratio of thelr radii is 5: 4. 

Question7: 
Find the angle in radian through which a pendulum swings if its length is 75 cm and the tip describes an ar 
of length 
T0 cr 

LAnswer 7: 

() 15 cm (in) 21 cm 

(0 Here, the length of arc =10 cm 

Length of the pendulum = radius of circler = 75 am 

Hence, using the relations 6=we have 

8 E radians 
10 

5 15 

Hence, the angle formed by pendulum is radians 

) Here, the length of arc l = 15 cm 
lLength of the pendulum = radius of circle r = 75 cm 

Hence, using the relations 8 we have 

- radians 

Hence, the angle formed by pendulum is radians. 

(i) Here, the length of arel = 21 cm 
Length of the pendulum= radius of circle r = 75 cm 

Hence, using the relations 8 =we have 

8-25 radians 

Hence, the angle formed by pendulum is radians 



Exercise 3.2 

Find the valucs of other five trigonometric functions in Exercises 1 to 5. 

Question1: 
cosx * lies in third quadrant. 

LAnsweri: 

sin'x 1 - cos x =1 

Therefore, sinx = x ies in third quadrant and sin is negative in third quadrant 

Cosecx= == vV3 
: x lHes in third quadrant and cosec is negative in third quadrant| 

I* r lies in third quadrant and sec is negative in third quadrant] -2 * cos =* 

tanx 4= 3 rlies in third quadrant and tan is positive in third quadrant) 

coEx = x lies in third quadrant and cot is positive in third quadrant] 
3 

Question 2: 

sinx =x lies in second quadrant. 

LAnswer 2: 

16 
cos x=1-sin'x -1-1-*25 
Therefore, cosr=- I: x lies in second quadrant and cos is negative in second quadrant 

cosecX= sinz x lies in sccond quadrant and cosec is positive in second quadrant] 

Secx = os r lies in second quadrant and sec is negative in second quadrant 

tnxcosz . r lies in second quadrant and tan is negative in second quadrant| 

- x lies in second quadrant: cot is negative in second quadrant] 
sinx 

Question3: 
cotx = x lies in third quadrant. 
EAnswer3 
cosecx=1 + cot? x = 1 + (G) =1+= 16 16 

x lies in third quadrant and cosec is negative in third quadrant) cosecx- 

Therefore, sinx =- * lies in third quadrant and sin is negative in third quadrant] 
6 9 

cos = 1 -sin? x = 1 -(s12525 
Therefore, cos x =- x lies in third quadrant and cos is negative in third quadrant) 



See cosa Secx = -2 I* lies in third quadrant and sec is negative in third quadrant| 

tanxcotzi I x lies in third quadrant and tan is positive in third quadrant) 

Question4: 
secx=x lies in fourth quadrant 

LAnswer 4: 

13 
Secx 

E 
COSx= 13 

sinx = 1- cos x=1-( 169 169 
12 

Therefore, sin x =13 x lies in fourth quadrant and stn is negative in fourth quadrant 

cosecx sinz x lies in fourth quadrant and cosec is negative in fourth quadrant] 

tan x =o==- xlies in fourth quadrant and tan is negative in fourth quadrant) 
1 

cotx in - * rlies in fourth quadrant and cot is negative in fourth quadrant) 

Question 5: 

tanx =-x lies in second quadrant 
LAnswer 5: 

sec? x = 1 + tan* x *1+(5-1425 169 
44 144 

Therefore, secx = - x lies in second quadrant and sec is negative in second quadrant 
cosxsecT13 Ir lies in second quadrant and cos is negative in second quadrant) 

25 sinx =1- cos? x = 1 -(-3=1 169 169 
144 

Therefore, sinx = I:x lies in sccond quadrant and sin is positive in second quadrant 

13 
I* x lies in second quadrant and cosec is positive in second quadrant 

cotxtan 1 = =-* I x ies in second quadrant and cot is negative in second quadrant 

Find the values of the trigonometric functions in Exercises 6 to 10. 

Question 6: 
sin 765 
AnSWe r6: 
Sin 765° Sin(z x 360" + 45°) 

* sin is positive in first quadrant) 

2 



Question7: 
cosec (-1410°) 
Answer 7: 

cosec(-1410) = -cosec (1410°) cosec is negative in fourth quadrant 
-Cosec(4 x 360° -30°) 

-l-cosec 30"| 

Cosec 30 
2 

F cosec is negative in fourth quadrant 

Question8: 
tan 
EAnswer8 
tan= tan(6 +)=tan 
= V+ 

I tan is positive in first quadrant| 

Question 9: 

sin(-) 
kAnswer9: 
sin(-)= -sin( 
-Sin 47-3) 

-stn 
= sin 

3 
2 

sin is negative in fourth quadrant) 

* sin 1s negative in fourth quadrant) 

Question 10: 
cot() 
Answer 10: 

cot-)= - cot 
= - cot(4-) 

( cot is negative in fourth quadrant 

-cot I cot is negative in fourth quadrant 

co 



Exercise 3.3 
Question 1: 

sincan'- 
LAnswer 1: 

LHS= sincostan 

-GG--i 
-1-RHS 

Question 2: 
Prove that: 2sin +coseccos 5 
EAnswer24 
LAIS-2s1cosec 
-2cosec (G) 

Question 3: 

Prove that: cott cosec+ 3tan6 
Answer 
LHS=cot+ cosee+3tan? 
- (9+ cosee (-)+3 
3+ cose+3x-3+2+1 -6= RHS 

Que 

. sin+2cos+2st 10 Prove 
LAnswer4 
LHS=2sin+2 cos+2scc 

- 2sin(-+2(+20 

2stn2+2x4 = 2x(+1+8 
2x+91 +9 
10- RHS 



Question 5: 
Find the value of: (i) sin 75 
LAnswer 5: 

(i) tan15 

) sin 75° = sin(45° +30) 

sin 45 cos 30" + cos 45 sin 30 sin (A + B) = sinA cos B + cos A sin B] 

13+1v2(V3+1)2 
22 4 

(i) tan 15° = tan(45° -30) 

an 45tan 30 
I+ tan 45 tan 30° tan(A-B) = nA- tan B 

T+tan A tan B] 

-1 -1,3-13+1-23_22-V)= (2 - V3 
1+1x v3+1 +1 V-1 3-1 2 (2-v3) 

Question 6: 
Prove thots con (-)m)-sn-)sn)- sin(r r+y) 
LAnswer 6 

LHS-cos)cos(--inG-x)sin-) 
c -)+-) cos A cos B- sin A sin B = cos(A + B)] 

cos-+ v} 
sin(x * y)= RHS 

Question 7: 

Prove that tan- Prove that: (+ tanz) 
- tan x 

LAnswer 7: 
HS=an +x) 

tan( 
tan tan 
1+tantan x )= 4 tan B ] tan A+an D and tan(A B)* 1+tan A tan Bi 

tan(A + B)= ; 1- tan A tan B tantan x) 
1 + tan tan x 

i-tanxli*tanx lanx ( un2= RHS 
an 2 1 tanx l-tanx -tanx 
l+ tanx 



Question8: 
Prove that: oST + x) cos(-r) 

sin(T x) cos (+x) 
CAnswer B: 
LHS=COS{T + X) cos(-x) 

sin(T- x) cos +) 
OS COS X 

sin(TX)(-sin x) 
nz cos ls negative in second and third quadrant but positive in fourth] 

sin is positive in second quadrant sinx(- sinx) 

RHS -sin2 o* = 

Question9: 
Prove that: cos (+x)cos(2n +) |cot2)+ cot(2m +*»1
Answer9: 
LHS = cos+x)cos(2m + x)|cot(-)+ cot(2 + ) 
s sin x cos x cot-x+cot{21 + xi cos is positive in first and fourth quadrant 

= sin x cosx [tan x + cotx] T cot is positive in first and third quadrant) 

cosx , COSx 
osx Sin xj Sinx 

sinx cosx sin x+ cos x=1 = RHS 
Sinr cosX 

Question 10:
rove that: sin(n + 1)x sin(n + 2)x + cos(n + 1)x cos(n +2)x = cosx 

Answer10: 
LHS = sin(n +1)x sin(n + 2)x + cos(n + 1)x cos(n + 2)x 

= cosl(n+ 2)x - (n + 1)x]| 
= cosnx + 2x - nx -x| = cos x = RHS 

cos A cos B +sin A sin B = cos(A - B) 

Question 11: 

Prove that: cos +-cos-=-Vsinz 
CAnswer 11: 

LHScasx)-eos -) 
*cosA-cos B =-2 sin-2sin2 4tBin4 - 

= -2 sin sinx 



--2sin( stn x 
-2 sin (sin x sin is positive in second quadrant) 

-2xxsin x 
=-V2 sin x = RHS 

Question 12: 
Prove that: sin 6x- sin 4x = sin 2x sin 10x 

Answer 12: 
LHS= sin 6x -

sin* 4X 
(sin 6x + sin 4x)(sin 6x- sin 4x) 

-:m o 
sin A+sin B = 2 sin cos and sin A - sin B = 2cos sin 2 

2 
(2 sin 5x cos x)(2 cos 5x sinx) 

(2 sin x cos x)(2 sin 5x cos 5x) 
= sin 2x sin 10x 2 sin A cos A = sin 24] 

= RHS 

Question 13: 
Prove that: cos* 2x- cos 6x = sin 4x sin 8x 

LAnswer 13: 
LHS = cos*2x - cos* 6x 

(cos 2x + cos 6x)(cos 2x - cos 6x) 
+6r -2 o (2x+6xros (2X- 6 |-2sin2sin 

A+BA B 
cOsA+ cos B 2cos cOs and cosA-cos B=-2 sin sin sin sin-B 

2 cos 4x cos(-2x)|l-2sin 4x sin(-2x)] 
2cos4X COS 2)(2 stn 4x sin 2x) cos(-6)= cos6 and sin(-6)= -sin 8 

(2 sin 2x cos 2x)25in 4x cos 4x) 
Stn 4x sn 8x = RHS * 2 sin A cos A = sin ZA] 

Question 14: 
Prove that: sin 2x + 2sin 4x + sin 6x = 4 cos x sin 4x 

r 22sin: LHSsin 2x + 2 sin 4x + sin 6x 

sin 6x + sin 2x + 2 sin 4x 
2 sin2cos +2sin4x * sin A + sin B = 2 sincos 

2 sin 4x cos 2x + 2 sin 4x 

Sin 1 cos" x1) + 1] 

PHCSin 4x 

cos 2A = 2 cos* A -1) 



Question 15: 
Prove that: cot4x (sin 5x+ sin 3x) = cotx (sin 5x - sin 3x) 
LAnswer 15: 

LHS= cot4x (sin Sx + sin 3x) 

cot4 2 sn co sin A+ sin B = 2sincos 

sin 47 12 sin 4x cos x] =2 cos 4x coSx 
RHS cotx sin 5x sin 3x) 
cotx 2 cos sin A+B sin A-sin B = 2 cossin 

2 cos 4x sinx] =2 cos 4x cosr 

sinx 
(2) 

From the equation (1) and (2), 
LHS= RHS 

Question 16: 
sin 2x cOs-COs x Prove that sin 17x - sin 3x cos 10x 

LAnswer 16: 

cos 9x-cos 5x LHS= 
sin 17x sin 3x 

2 sin in 
2cos( ) sin ( ) 

cos A-cos B=-2sin sin and sin A-sin B = 2 cos sin 
2. 2 

2 sin 7x Sln cr S = RHS 
=- 

Z coS 10x sin 7x cos 10x 

Question 17: 
Prove that: 5in 3r n4x 

Cos Sx +cos 3x 
LAnswer 17: 

Sin 5x + Sin 3x 
LHScOS Sx +cos 3x 
2 sin2cos 

2 cos( cos 

cOsA+ cOs B2 cos cos and sin A + sin B 2 sin cos 

COs X COSX cos#* 
tan +x= RHS 

Question 18 
Prove that: Siny Prove that cosx+ cos y tan 



Answer 18: 

LHS Sinx-siny2 cos sin5) 

coS x+ cosy 2cos )cos 
ATDos and s cosA+cos B2 cos2-cOS2-and sin A - sin B = 2 cos-sin 

2 

sin - tan ( RIHS 

cos 
Question 19: 

Prove that:** = tan 2r Prove that: cos x + cos 3x 

LAnswer19: 

LHS Snx +sin 3x2sin ( cos( 

cos x +cOs 3x 
2 cos cos ) 

A+B A-B 
cOsA cOsB2cOS2 COS and sinA + sin B= 2 Sin cos 

B A - B1 

sin 2x cos(-X)S = tan 2x RHS 
Z cos Zx cos(-X) coS Zx 

Question 20: 
Sinx Sin 3x Prove thut sin? x- cos2x 

nswer 
20: 

cos 
3inx 

Sin 32 
sin? x- cosX 

LHS = 

2cos(sin( 
-(cosX-sin" x) 

2 cos 2x sin(-x)-2 cos 2x sinx 
-Ce 

sin A-sin B = 2 cos2-sin2 
sin(-8) = - sin & and cos 26 = cos 8 - sin 8| 

cos 

= 

2 

sin 

x 

= 

RHS 

COS 2x 

Question 21: 
cos 4X+ cos 3 * cOS Excot 3 

sin 4x +sin 3x + sin 2x 
Prove that: 

LAnswer 21: 
LHS=** TCOSS: * OS 4X-COS 4X * cos 2x) +cos 3x 

sin 4x + sin 3x + sin 2x sin 4x+ sin Zx) + sin 3x 

2 cos2cos )+ cos 3x 

2 sin )cos( +sin 3x 

LHS 

A+B A- B +B 
cos A + cos B = 2 cos cos and sinA + sin B = 2 sin cos 

4cOs 37 cO5 + cos 3x cosax (2 cos x+1)cos 3r 
2 sin 3x cos x+ sin 3x sin 3x (2 cos x +1) sin 3x 

cot 3x = RHS 



Question 22: 

Prove that: cotx cot 2x - cot 2x cot 3x - cot 3x cot x 1 

Answer4 
3x 

= 
oT Cotzx 
cot cx COtX 1 cot 3x (cotx + cot 2x) 

cotA cotB- cot(A+B)- B)cot B+ cotA COt32 

cot x cotx- cot 3X Cotx - cot 3x cot 2x=l 

Question 23: 

=tan x 0-tanx) Prove that: tan *1-6 tan~x + tan x 

LAnswer 23: 
LHS = tan 4x = tan 2(22) 

2 tan 2x 
1- tan 2 tan 241-tanAl 
25an 

2 tan x_ 
1-(tan g 

4tan x 
-tan' 

1-tan x)-4tand 
- tan' 

4tan 
1- tan 1+ tan'x -2 tan2 x 2 tan?x 

4 tan x (1-tan" t) 
l- 6 tanx+ tan" z 

tan 2A= 4tanA_1 
-tanA 

tan" x) 

RHS 

Question 24: 
Prove that: cos 4x=l-8sin* x cos x 

LAnswer 24: 
LHS = cos 4x = cos 2(2x) 

Icos 2A=1-2sin A] 
Isin 2A = 2 sin A cos A] 

=1-2 sin 2x = 1-2sin 2x)* 

= 1-2(2 sin r cos 
=1-2(4 sin x cos°X) 
= 1-8 sinx cos x = RHS 

Question 25: 

Prove that: cos 6x = 32 cos°x - 48 cos'x +18 cosx- 11 

LAnswer 25: 

LHS= cos 6x = cos 2(3x) 

cos 2A =1-2sinA 
I cos3A =1-2 sinA] 

2 cos 2x-1 
= 2(4 cos"x-3 cosr)-1| 
= 2(16cos°x+ 9 cosx - 24 cosx)-1 
= 32 cos° x- 48 cos" x+ 18 cos x-1= RHSS 
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